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INTERNET DEBATE REVOLUTION 
 
Debatology is s first space for internet debating in Bosnia and Herzegovina, which swiftly gained large 
popularity in all the countries of the Western Balkans. At first, Debatology was envisaged as a Facebook 
group, but after it attracted a large public attention and proved itself to be a great project, tit needed 
improvement. The largest students' portal in BiH – Studomat.ba, which has more than 30.000 members, 
recognized the importance of Debatology for promotion of culture of dialogue and decrease of hate speech in 
the public and offered cooperation to CCD with aim to improve the visual identity and media promotion. For 
this purpose Centre of Cultivating Dialogue and portal Studomat.ba signed a Partnership agreement and 
started a real internet revolution in the promotion of importance of culture of communication in April.  
 
In mid-April, Studomat.ba created a special subsection in the students' forum, with a title Debatology. 
Administrators publish three competitive topics each Monday, as well as the names of the winners for the 
previous week. Debater with the most wins at the end of the month wins a title of the best internet debater for 
a certain month, and gets the award certificate, book and pocket money. What is unique about this debating 
site is that the administrators opt for three topics based on the most popular, most commented media texts in 
the previous week, including the negative comments. The objective is to apply the debate rules and show 
that various topics can be discussed from different points of view, without offending the interlocutor or 
belittling his/her opinion.  
 
Until the founding of Debatology, in BiH there was no space which promoted that only the strength of an 
argument is a good way to prove that certain claim has its disadvantages. In a country which is still bearing 
its war scars, such approach contributed to boost of national intolerance and forming ad hominem argument 
as a generally accepted way of argumentation in almost all discussions. Debatology was singled out in no 
time for its uniqueness. In the beginning, young people from across BiH and the countries in the region 
proved that there is no subject which cannot be discussed and have contradicted opinions about without 
offending others, if one debates based on proper arguments. Most intriguing topics debated by young people 
for months never got to the point where the administrators had to react due to the violations of debate rules. 
Even when some logical error or error in argumentation happened, other debaters pointed them out and 
focused the debates further to specific issues.  
 
One of the greatest specificities of Debatology is that even the people who never engaged in formal debate 
participate in internet debates. This is why the administrators had to find a way in which to ensure the quality 
of the arguments, as well as respecting basic rules of each formal debate. Even though there is no official 
debate format in Debatology, basic rules of communication for all participants had to be introduced. For this 
purpose, a separate topic on the forum was opened „A few tips for quality debating“ where little lessons on 
argumentation, logical mistakes of argumentation, proving, citation are published. That is how a first Internet 
debate classroom in BiH opened its door, and the number of the students is rising each day, which 
influenced the better quality of debates. 
Debatology is dedicated to the project „IdebateEU in the last three months. Each week the administrators 
publish at least one topic which concerned one of the issues important for European integration, in order for 
Debatology participants to get to know the European Union, its significance, the basic principles it resides 
upon and the problems it has. Topics dedicated to the EU were very successful. Debatology became more 
and more interesting for debaters outside BiH, and the title of the best debater for May was won by a student 
of Political Sciences from Zagreb, and for July the best internet debater was a student from Law faculty in 



 

  

 

Belgrade. This is how Debatology became a recognizable way of promoting debate and culture of dialogue in 
almost all ex-Yugoslav countries.  
Recognizing the importance of disseminating Debatology outside BiH's borders, Debatology administrators 
decided to use the large popularity of Studomat.ba portal and do interviews with winners from other 
countries. The goal was to increase the popularity of Debatology, motivate the readers to become engaged in 
internet debates and to promote the objectives of the project IdebateEU through the interview content. This is 
how one could read about youth mobility, importance of Western Balkans' accession to the EU, the quality of 
education, culture of communication on the Internet, and all that from young people's perspective. 
You still haven't visited Debatology? We propose you do it soon, and we will be eagerly waiting for your 
comments, suggestion for future topics and tips for improving the quality of the forum. We are preparing 
content in English, in order for Debatology to continue to spread in other countries. Debatology 
administrators are diligently researching all current events in the EU, in order to present the most interesting 
and current topics each week and contribute to the quality of the IdebateEU project. Look us up on: 
http://studomat.ba/forum/index.php?board=373.0 
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